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Abstract
Decision Taking is discussed in the context of the role it may play for a
selling agent in a search market, in particular for agents involved in the
sale of valuable and relatively unique items, such as a dwelling, a second
hand car, or a second hand recreational vessel.
Detailed connections are made between the architecture of decision
making processes and a sample of software technology based concepts
including instruction sequences, multi-threading, and thread algebra.
Ample attention is paid to the initialization or startup of a thread
dedicated to achieving a given objective, and to corresponding decision
taking. As an application, the selling of an item is taken as an objective
to be achieved by running a thread that was designed for that purpose.
1 Introduction
In [9] I have proposed an explanation of decision taking and the way it is embed-
ded in and differs from decision making. In [10] I have investigated the concept
of decision taking as a service.1 In [11] the distinction between making a choice,
action determination and decision taking is investigated.
Decision taking admits a deeper understanding when taking a specific con-
text into account in which it is supposed to occur. Focus on such a context
amounts to a refinement of the theme of decision taking. Refinements can be
introduced in successive phases. By means of successive refinement to spe-
cific contexts in which decision taking plays a vital role the ideas outlined in
[9, 10, 11] can be made more concrete. Examples of refinements with suggestions
for further refinements can be found easily, her are some examples:
Selling valuable goods. This theme may be further refined to different classes
of goods and their respective markets, such as for instance:
• Housing market.
∗Author’s email address: j.a.bergstra@uva.nl.
1In [9] it is found that decision taking can sometimes be outtasked (see [13]), but that it
cannot be outsourced, thus contradicting [47].
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• Market for agricultural land.
Human resource management (HRM). This theme allows many refinements,
each admitting further refinement, e.g.:
• Unit management in SMEs (small to medium size enterprises) where
each current or potential employee has an individual identity, role,
and context and where only few general rules can be applied. Some
further options for refinement:
– HRM for an academic research institute.
– HRM for a non-profit organization primarily based on volunteer
activity.
• Middle management in a large organization where conformance to
company wide rules and figures needs to be established.
– HRM aspects of organizational change process for a part of a
larger organization.
– Recruitment activities for a group of IT oriented SMEs in a
metropolitan region.
• Top management in a large organization where HRM principles that
apply in many different circumstances must be laid down. Further
refinement may be needed, e.g.:
– Development of the work force in a professional organization (e.g.
a hospital).
– HRM policy development for an academic institution.
Budget allocation. Budget allocation and financial planning has many in-
stances.
• Middle management aspects: ad hoc development of budget alloca-
tion models for specialized organizations, and application to actual
problems of financial distribution and accounting.
• Planning of financial transfer through generations: making appropri-
ate testamentary agreements in a specific case.
Below I will consider the first of these cases only: decision taking involved in
sales processes for valuable goods viewed from the side of the seller. A further
limitation is to selling processes where the seller expects financial compensation
only, and where the seller is largely indifferent to the identity and the objectives
of the buyer. This specialization may subsequently be refined to specific markets
as mentioned above, and to many more markets such as works of art, private
possessions of famous persons, classic cars, or luxurious yachts.2
2The paper has been written with the housing market in mind as a further refinement of
the theme at hand to which these considerations should apply at least. An initial plan to
write about decision taking for sellers on the housing market proved difficult without first
developing the intermediate stage as presented in this paper. An unintended bias to that
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1.1 Objective of the paper
The objective of this paper is to find a connection between (i) the terminology of
so-called outcome oriented decision taking (theory), (ii) a refinement of decision
taking to the theme of selling thread control and in particular to selling process
initialization, and (iii) the terminology of instruction sequences, instruction se-
quence effectuation, execution architectures, thread production, thread algebra,
and multi-threading.
The motivation for doing so is (i) to find out if, and if so how thread al-
gebra and the theory of instruction sequences can be made into a helpful tool
for analyzing decision taking in a specific context, and in the specific context
of selling valuable and somehow unique goods in particular, and (ii) to make
progress towards the development of applications of OODT (see below).
1.2 Outcome oriented decision taking: OODT
Together the work in [9, 10, 11] constitutes a novel approach to a theory of deci-
sion taking to the best of my knowledge. Whatever the merits of that approach
may be, it is practical to have a name for it. I will speak of the “outcome oriented
(view of) decision taking” (OODT). In OODT decisions are taken by an agent
with the immediate objective to produce a so-called decision outcome, which in
most cases is an information module, containing prescriptions regarding future
activities and expected or intended states of affairs, the existence of which is
supposed to cause its being effectuated thereby contributing to the realization
of the intended effects. The effectuation of a decision outcome, however, is not
considered to constitute a part of the decision taking process. Reasoning activ-
ities which are needed to produce an informed prediction of the consequences
of effectuating a decision outcome (under design) will be considered a part of
decision preparation, rather than of decision taking.
In OODT decisions are actions, first of all leading to decision outcomes.
Decisions are relatively scarce events between many more non-decision events.
Non-decision event types include: choice, preference formation, preference mod-
ification, plan formation, and action determination. Action determination takes
place for instance in real time setting where an agent must choose between differ-
ent possible courses of action and immediately perform as chosen. Formulating
candidate decision outcomes is among the actions that may precede decision
taking. The intermediate role of a decision outcome as specified in more detail
in [9] differentiates decisions from other actions.
particular application may have resulted, however.
Topic specific theories of decision making abound. An example of a detailed theory of
decision making in a specific topic can be found in [37]. I have not found an intermediate
stage between decision making in general and decision making in the theme of child welfare
service delivery: a (general) theory of decision taking for social workers.
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1.3 Presuppositions of OODT
In [9], which I will use as the main source for OODT, it has been argued that (i)
a decision is an act of decision taking, performed by an agent (decision taker),
operating in a specified role, having explicit intentions, and equipped with an
explicit expectation of how its decision will contribute to a realization of these
intentions, (ii) a decision produces a decision outcome, which is a tangible piece
of information, (iii) the decision outcome may trigger agents in its scope to put
it into effect, thus leading to the consequences of the decision outcome, (iv)
decision taking constitutes a final phase of decision making, (v) decision taking
plausibly involves carrying out a protocol, the preparation of which is a task of
the decision making process, (vi) determination of the content of the decision
outcome and of parts of it belongs to decision making (and in particular to what
is termed decision preparation in [9]) rather than to decision taking.3
The garbage can model of decision making of [27] fits well in this view
of decision taking. In that model decision making produces plans that may
constitute candidate solutions to forthcoming problems, while decision taking
singles out and activates candidate solutions that are considered proper solutions
for actual problems, at appropriate moments.
OODT as outlined in [9, 10, 11] does not provide an abstract notion of
decision of which the particular definitions given in OODT constitute an im-
plementation. Providing such abstract requirements is not an objective of this
paper either, but it may be useful to assert that a decision, and its decision out-
come must constitute somehow a complete story on how to go about concerning
a certain theme. This may require setting a number of interrelated quantitative
parameters at the same time in a setting where a survey of a full search space
or solution space is missing.
A decision outcome may be compared to a solution of a problem, which need
not be understood as a choice from a space of possible solutions, because only a
single candidate solution may have been developed and found to be satisfactory,
thereby pre-empting the further search for more candidate solutions. A key
difference between decision taking and problem solving is that there is no notion
comparable to the notion of a problem that underlies decision taking.
1.4 Quality decisions: preparing for later peer judgement
Although it is tempting to claim that good decisions must betaken, it is quite
difficult to indicate what that may mean. Quality assessment of decisions and
3An example of a protocol element of a decision taking thread occurs when selling a home
(that is just before transferring economic ownership in a formal session): (i) one needs to
check that the property has been properly insured by the buyer, (ii) one needs to check
having available all keys, (iii) one needs to have available all current metering data concerning
water and various forms of energy, (iv) the property has been brought in the required state,
(v) one needs to have passports or other means of identification available for all sellers, or
otherwise have transferred their representation to someone else who will attend the session,
(vi) a bank account has been provided to the solicitor which can accommodate the sum that
will be transferred once the legal ownership has been transferred as well.
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decision taking critically depends on the possibility to find appropriate abstrac-
tions that may be used to assess a range of decision taking protocols. At this
stage I am not aware of such abstractions.4
For decisions in connection with selling valuable goods I will use the follow-
ing quality criterion. A decision was good, or adequate, if the corresponding
decision outcome was good or adequate. Assessment of the quality of a particu-
lar decision outcome takes place in successive phases; at various later stages in
a decision taker’s existence other agents (peers) may evaluate his past decision
outcomes. That evaluation often makes use of additional information of how
things actually went after a decision was taken.5
Performing decision taking in such a way that from a wide range of perspec-
tives and in a wide range of later episodes relevant other persons or organizations
the decision outcome is considered plausible and adequate is the chief objective
of employing systematic methods as prescribed by OODT to decision taking.
Generating and preserving written records of decision outcomes as well as of
comprehensive motivations of decision outcomes and of rationales for the ex-
pected effects of decision outcome effectuation (each asked for by OODT) are
each conjectured to correlate positively with this “quality measure”.
In other words: following the suggestions of OODT in the context of a
specific theme contributes to the acquisition of the conjectural ability (in the
terminology of [12]) to produce decision outcomes which will be judged positively
(if assessed at all) by a variety of spectators in a variety of later circumstances
and episodes.6
1.5 Type theory for decisions
Further development of OODT requires some form of typing of decisions. Type
theory for decisions is probably a challenging theme by itself worth of many
years of independent research, but lacking a well-founded theory of decision
types some informal patchwork on decision typing is needed at this stage.
As an introduction to the topic of decision typing one may consider the
notion of a landing. When passengers of an airplane hear the familiar phrase
“cabin crew prepare for landing” they have now doubt: meant is the next land-
ing performed by the airplane that is currently carrying them as its passengers,
4If significant abstractions from a decision type can be found, that fact may be considered
an indication that the decision type is insufficiently abstract.
5For instance P ’s decision to buy a specific house may be considered mistaken in hindsight
by a P ’s relatives if P never managed to move to the house and subsequently had to sell it
prematurely for that reason.
6In economic psychology it has been established that minimizing anticipated regret influ-
ences choices made by human agents (see [24]). Anticipated regret minimization has been
coined as a primary cause of so-called inaction inertia (for instance in [24]), view which is
challenged in [49]. Inaction inertia occurs if a decision taker misses an opportunity to take
a profitable decision (for instance to accept a bid for a good G which the decision taker is
willing to sell), and then in a later stage is at an increased risk to miss another opportunity
to take a similar but less profitable decision (for instance a lower but still significant bid for
the same good G).
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which landing is supposed to be a “normal landing”, and for which the destina-
tion airport is known at the moment that the quoted command is being issued.
The context disambiguates all possible variety in this use of the concept of a
landing. It will refer to (at most) one, and therefore unique, event (act of air-
plane landing), which is expected to take place in the near future. Precise timing
of the landing may yet be unknown (at the time of issuing said command), and
perhaps there may be a last minute choice in favor of the use of another landing
strip, thereby deviating from the original flight plan. The obvious fact that the
cabin crew is not supposed to prepare for a landing inside a Soyouz capsule
comes about from a context dependent typing regime for landings.
Now in terms of types of landing there is much variation possible: landing at
airport A (versus another airport), landing of plane p (versus landing of another
airplane of the same type), landing with a plane of type t (versus landing of an
airplane of another type), landing performed by crew c (versus a landing per-
formed by another crew), daylight landing (versus landing at night), emergency
landing (versus normal landing), successful landing (versus crash landing) non-
scheduled landing (versus scheduled landing), landing in bad weather conditions
(versus landing in unproblematic weather conditions), and so on.
Of course intersection types matter most: a successful emergency A380 day-
light normal weather landing will be world news wherever and whenever it may
occur.
1.5.1 Decision types and decision type equivalence
Just as a landing a decision may have many types at the same time. Which
type to use depends on the context. For instance if one intends to decide to buy
a second hand car, then the type may be “my own next decision on buying a
second hand car”. Let Kshc serve as a name for that decision type. That type
leaves open which brand is chosen and when and where the car will be bought.
Given a decision type and the expectation that at most a single decision of that
type will be forthcoming, it becomes possible to use a name for that decision,
say d, and to refer to it in spite of the remaining uncertainties, and in spite of
the fact that the event may not take place at all. Thus d refers to a decision of
type Kshc if any.
What I will need in particular is the concept of different decisions having the
same type. Taking the example of buying a second hand car one step further:
given the type Kshc, two different decisions of that type are decision type equiv-
alent. The relevance of decision typing becomes manifest when analyzing the
role of decision preparation. In Section 2 below the process of decision prepa-
ration will be dealt with in detail. Consider the case that an agent a prepares
for a single decision (say for particular decision d of type D). Such decision
preparation may either be performed just in time or well in advance. One may
also prepare for Kshc decisions in general, not yet aware of which particular
decision will be taken (for instance by narrowing down the type to buying a
four wheel drive with automatic gear with a production date after 2002 and at
most 200.000 km of usage). This form of preparation will be well in advance
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(that is not just in time) and tactical.
One may also prepare more generally for a range of inequivalent decisions of
different types. For instance one may contemplate buying either a four wheel
drive, or a recreation bungalow, or a recreational boat. These are three types
of decisions, but some preparations (such as realistically finding out how much
spare time will be available to make use of these seemingly useful goodies)
may be shared for each of these classes. Such preparations will be classified
as strategic well in advance preparations, because of the relevance for different
types of decisions.
1.5.2 Decision outcome type (DOT)
Decision types may convey information about a variety of aspects such as: de-
cision outcome, decision taker, decision taking protocol, decision preparation
method, decision timing (urgency). An urgent decision (of type K) is taken (or
will need to be taken) briefly after the decision taker became aware that a deci-
sion of type K should be taken. A proactive decision (of type K) is taken with
determination of its timing lying in the hands of the decision taker, whereas a
reactive decision has its timing mainly determined by outside forces, in some
case making it urgent as well.
Decision classification according what is to be achieved by taking the decision
and putting its outcome into effect is most informative. Below the type “X
thread startup decision” will be used extensively, with X and objective that
is supposed to be (likely to be, or simply preferred to be) achieved during the
active period of the thread.
Classifying decisions in terms of the (expected) decision outcome (DOT for
decision outcome type) is useful because that classification indicates what the
decision will be about in technical terms.
1.5.3 Complementing DOT with DPP and DTP
Besides the DOT, a decision may also be characterized, at some level of ab-
straction, by its decision taking protocol (DTP) and by its decision preparation
protocol (DPP). Both DTP and DPP may be specified in many different ways
ranging from informal plan descriptions to detailed instruction sequences. De-
scriptions of a triple (DOT, DTP, DPP), each provided at corresponding levels
of abstraction may serve as decision types.
1.6 Process structure and OODT
In addition to a focus on decision outcomes as an intermediate stage between
OODT and the objectives of a decision taker, OODT provides a focus on con-
ceptual structure of decision preparation and decision taking without any bias
towards views on how persons or groups observably behave in decision taking
contexts.
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This might be compared with formal logic, where the question how human
agents perform reasoning is less prominent than the question how different forms
of reasoning can be conceptualized in the first place. If I suggest (as I will do
below) that a sales process may be viewed as a multi-thread of multi-threads,
with brokers in control of top-level multi-threads, it is no way implied that indi-
viduals involved in sales processes are expected to be aware of multi-threading
in general or of any formal theory of multi-threading (such as [15]) in particular.
Similarly, if reasoning is analyzed in terms of propositional logic or predicate
calculus and a variety of corresponding proof systems it is certainly not implied
that rational individuals are supposed to be aware of the concepts predicate
calculus syntax, or of any particular syntax for that purpose. Neither is it
assumed that individuals showing rational behavior are aware of formal proof
systems.
The relation between theory and application in the case of OODT is made
more difficult to appreciate because a comparison with modeling in theoretical
micro-economics brakes down in spite of a superficial similarity. If the behavior
of participants on a market is analyzed mathematically in a simplified model no
one hypothesizes that market participants (in the real setting from which the
model is intended to constitute an informative abstraction) consciously adhere
to and technically understand the model, even if their behavior conforms to
its predictions.7 When logic enters the scene, the notion of prediction often
becomes an afterthought while conceptual analysis takes priority. While always
taking into account that if a dedicated logical theory is likely to be unhelpful
for the explanation of human (or group) behavior, it may at the same time be
very helpful for the design of artificial agents.
Where logic has a focus on sentential structure and on the structure of
reasoning patterns, process theories such as process algebra and thread algebra
suggest a focus on process structure.
1.7 The role of promises
In the theory of promises advocated in [22, 23] a promise issued by an agent
u informs other agents about what to expect from u’s future behavior without
engaging u in an obligation. Nevertheless after receiving a promise body issued
by u (with a in its scope) it is plausible for a to adapt his expectations of u’s
behavior accordingly.
In particular a promise may be stipulated by its promiser u as being con-
ditional on a certain event or condition. Reception of a decision outcome (or
a fragment of an decision outcome if outcome fragmentation is applied) by u
which was produced when some agent a took a decision with u in the scope of
the broadcast of the decision outcome, is a condition which u may impose on
the keeping of a promise he made. The assumption is that a has received the
promise body as a promisee from promiser u before taking his decision. Once
7It is rather like in physics where the fact (or rather hypothesis) that electrons comply
with certain laws is not “explained” by requiring that said electrons “understand these laws”
in a cognitive sense.
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the decision outcome of a’s decision has been received by u, is is plausible for a
to believe that u will (according to the promise, and with an expectation value
related to u’s reputation) behave as described in the promise body.
Promises made by other agents constitute an effective mechanism for a when
he needs to establish a context where the consequences of putting a decision
outcome into effect are sufficiently predictable. Sufficient predictability of the
consequences of decision taking, at least in the decision taker’s perception, is in
fact a requirement for the concept of a decision.
This assessment of the role of promises indicates a particular class of promises
for which the role can be explained in terms of their interaction with decisions.
Behavioral promises provide information about the promiser’s future expected
behavior. Behavioral promises conditional on a promisee’s decision, provide
such information to a decision taker who is operating in the role of a promisee
from the promiser’s perspective. Slightly abbreviated it is reasonable to speak
of “decision taking dependent behavioral promises” in this case.8
1.8 Some risks connected with OODT as a research theme
Having formulated OODT in [9] and further developed in [10] and [11], I am
in a position which is both comfortable and uncomfortable. The comfortable
aspect is that a range of case studies can be undertaken in order to find out
to which extent OODT applies in specific areas and hopefully a contribution to
decision taking, both theory and practice, for those areas can be achieved.
The less comfortable aspect lies in the presence of various risks, to mention:
(i) the risk that OODT cannot be maintained because its assumptions gradually
turn out to be counterproductive or worse, incoherent, (ii) the risk that OODT
is merely a rephrasing of an existing view on decision taking which eventually
necessitates a range of modifications in terminology for all subsequent work
done on the basis of OODT, (iii) the risk that the distinction between decision
taking and decision making, (as expressed in [11] by means of the equation
“decision making = decision preparation + decision taking”) proves untenable,
the risk that the use of terms proves too inconsistent with existing literature.
For instance in [34] decision and outcome are also contrasted but outcome is
take to be the result of effectuating the (OODT style) decision outcome.
2 Decision preparation
According to OODT decision taking constitutes a concluding phase, or activ-
ity, of the decision making process. This state of affairs may be expressed by
8This phrase expresses two aspects of the matter: (i) the fact that these promises are
conditional on the occurrence of specific decisions, and (ii) that the very concept of this kind
of promise may depend on the concept of decision taking. Indeed I hold that decision taking
can be understood at least in part without reference to the concept of a promise, while in
the presence of the concept of a decision it is obvious how to look at this particular class of
promises. The notion of a promise as a stand alone concept which serves in that capacity as
the starting point of a theory seems to be problematic, however.
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the equation “decision making = decision preparation + decision taking”. Now
decision preparation may include many different activities which are performed
in different phases of the process. Here is concise classification of preparatory
activity according to the distance in time that may be plausible between prepa-
ration and application.
2.1 Proactive decisions and reactive decisions
Assuming that decisions are classified in types then a decision taker’s ability
to determine when a corresponding decision is taken will depend on the type.
Proactive decisions are taken by the decision taker at a time which is under
his control, given the type of the decision. Reactive decisions are triggered by
external events. Reactive decisions can be urgent because of the need to take
them in a timely fashion.9
2.2 JIT preparation versus WIA preparation
It is helpful to classify preparation activities in several kinds related to their
urgency relative to a certain kind of decision.
JIT preparation. Just in time (JIT) preparation takes place immediately before
a decision is taken. That is, JIT preparation begins only after the timing
of the decision to be taken has been determined. For instance the printing
and signing of a decision outcome may be a matter of JIT preparation
while the preparation of key fragments of the main text of the decision
outcome may have been performed long before.10
WIA preparation. Well in advance (WIA) preparation is performed before a
corresponding decision is taken and before its precise timing has been de-
termined (thus allowing timing flexibility for the decision taker). WIA
preparation is necessary only for reactive decisions, in particular it is
needed if, once the need for a certain kind of decision has become clear,
the time left is insufficient for a certain kind of preparation.11
For a proactive decision all preparations can in principle be performed
in JIT mode for the simple reason that the decision taker can afford to
wait until all preparations have been made. Given a family of mutually
disjoint decision types K1, ....,Kn a useful distinction between tactical and
strategic WIA preparation can be made.
9An alternative phrase for proactive decision open timing decision, and an alternative for
reactive decision is closed timing decision.
10It is conceivable that such fragments need to be checked by legal and other experts thereby
practically excluding JIT mode.
11Repairing a dysfunctional car stereo system may be done in WIA mode as a preparation
for a decision to go on vacation, while repairing a flat tyre can be done in JIT mode, at least
by sufficiently self supporting drivers. Of course WIA preparation my be useful for proactive
decisions too, for instance in order to allow the decision taker to react quickly (though freely)
on a wide range of external events.
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Strategic WIA preparation. Strategic WIA preparation prepares a deci-
sion taker for activities which may be needed for taking a range of
possible decisions from different types (say K1, ....,Kn).
Tactical WIA preparation. Tactical WIA preparation prepares a decision
taker in the course of producing a decision for single type of decision,
say a Ki decision.
2.3 Implied decisions
Some proactive decision types create, once a corresponding decision has been
taken, and its outcome is being effectuated an episode during which (taking
decisions that belong to) some decision types may subsequently be forced upon
the decision taker, in the sense that at various stages during the effectuation of
the decision outcome reactive decisions of one or more types must urgently be
taken.
Decisions (decision types) that come unavoidably with the (effectuation of
the decision outcome of) a decision are implied decisions (implied decision types)
of that decision. It is plausible that a proactive decision brings with it a range of
reactive decisions, as well as proactive decisions (for instance strategy changes
if decision outcome effectuation fails to deliver).
Preparations for implied decision that are incompatible with the degree of
urgency of the decision (type) are better viewed as tactical WIA preparations
to be included in the preparation of the original proactive decision.
2.4 Task oriented thread startup decisions
Both strategic WIA preparation and tactical WIA preparation are extremes
which allow for many intermediate forms. Below I will focus on threads dedi-
cated to achieving specific goals, such as selling a valuable object, or selling a
plot of agricultural land. Let X be a type of task and a “task X thread” be a
thread the running of which until a particular kind of successful completion, as
effectuated by B, is meant to describe (and prescribe in an algorithmic sense)
the process of B achieving the objectives implied by task X .
When an agent a takes a task X thread startup decision Ds, with the intent
to have agent B put the instruction sequence defining that thread into effect
once it has been started up, the preparation of dtXts of type DtXts may involve
tactical WIA preparation for a number of (types of) decisions thatB may require
a to take during the run, in cases where JIT preparation as a part of the run
is not plausible. Agent a may need the acquisition of relevant framework com-
petence as a tactical WIA preparation for the dtXts type decision, whereas the
methodology of deriving decision relevant information from the data produced
through a diversity of inhomogeneous investigations is likely to be acquired at
a strategic WIA level.
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2.5 Plans and planning
In relatively simple cases the sequence of events needed for making a certain kind
of decision, say a decision d of type D, may easily have the following complexity:
1. Strategic WIA preparation (perhaps including the preparation of a script
for taking decisions of type D as well as for some other decision types, as
well as defining DOTs for decisions of various types including D).
2. Tactical WIA preparation for a type D decision by a. These preparations
may include the collection of promises (promise bodies) with slow expira-
tion that have been made by other agents conditional upon an impending
decision of type D by a.
3. Initiating decision preparation for a (proactive) decision of type D, includ-
ing JIT preparation for a decision of type D. JIT preparation may include
the collection of promises (promise bodies) made by other agents condi-
tional upon an impending decision of type D by a. Some promises are
more short lived than other promises, which makes their collection more
plausible for the JIT stage. Long lived promises may be better collect in
tactical WIA mode.
4. (As a part of the JIT preparation for d) tactical WIA preparations for
implied decisions that come along with decision type D.
5. Performing a risk analysis for d, involving all known facts.
6. Actually taking a decision d of type D (possibly by effectuating a script
that has been prepared for it in either JIT or WIA mode). The decision
taking action may require last minute risk assessment (with the secondary
risk of preemption of the decision taking activity).12
Now all of this is unlikely to occur without some form of planning in advance
done by or for prospective decision taker a. This is a subtle matter: a plan p
that has been designed (by or for agent a) for helping a with making a decision
of typeD will include the act of taking aD type decision. But that suggests that
an agent who is committed to (the effectuation of plan) p somehow implicitly
has taken de decision of type D already. This view in turn effectively moves the
type D decision forward in time which is not plausible for the OODT idea of
what a decision is namelys a timed action by a known actor.
A solution for this seemingly paradoxical state of affairs is that the plan at
hand may at several stages be preempted. Indeed, although the plan viewed as
an instruction sequence contains the type D decision “as an instruction”, that
part of the plan need not always be put into effect, in so that the corresponding
decision may fail to occur. What seems to be unavoidable when plans (for taking
decisions) are introduced is this: that a situation may arise in which before a
12Checks made during decision taking are subsumed under LMA (last minute activity)
connected with the decision.
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certain decision has been actually taken the fact that that will eventually be done
has already become unavoidable. Indeed, so-called decisive events during or
before decision preparation may create a state in which a decision will necessarily
be taken, before it actually has been taken.
Putting a plan into effect may progressively create a situation that makes a
certain decision both possible (by having been properly prepared) and unavoid-
able (after all options of preemption have been missed)
2.5.1 Terminology for plans and planning
There is so much correspondence between plan making and decision making
that an attempt to develop a terminology for plans compatible in style with the
OODT terminology is reasonable. It might be considered necessary given the
observation that decision making of moderate complexity cannot be analyzed
in detail without having some notion of plan available. Here is a proposal for
an OODT style terminology for plans and planning.
A plan equals a planning outcome. A planning outcome results from (an act
of) plan taking. Plan taking is an act of planning. A plan can be taken by a
single agent or by a group of agents. Plan making comprises plan preparation
plus plan taking. Plan preparation may involve the production of one or more
candidate (concept, preliminary, draft, or non final) plans, from which the plan
outcome is selected during plan taking. A plan can be effectuated. The plan
taker (also called planner, planning agent, or plan taker) is committed to putting
the plan into effect once it has been taken. A plan need not be captured by way
of a physical representation, it may exist in the mind of the plan taker (or plan
takers). This is a difference with decision taking. A planning outcome may be
intangible, whereas a decision outcome must be tangible’.
A second difference between decision taking and plan taking is that in plan
taking the role of the planner is irrelevant. He simply becomes committed to
his own plan.13
A process that is produced by putting a plan into effect may be called plan
guided. Complex decisions are best be taken in the final stage of a plan guided
decision making process.
2.5.2 Decision making as plan effectuation
It is reasonable to a assume that an agent (or group of agents) takes the plan
to make a proactive decision of a particular type, say D. That means that
effectuation of the planning outcome will bring about decision preparation as
well as decision taking.
For this way of planning the decision process that is expected to culminate
in taking a decision of type D it is essential that the agents involved in plan
taking can in principle take decisions of type D. In terms of OODT decisions
of type D must be in the decision interface of these agents.
13Of course an agent can decide that a candidate plan that had been prepared before is to
be effectuated. In that case it is clearer to refer to the plan as a task.
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A rationale for having a plan the effectuation of which produces a decision
making process is that systematic work on plan effectuation can start and only
in a later stage it becomes clear whether or not the intended decision is actually
taken. This setting is reasonable in cases where decision taking is likely to have
irreversible consequences, for instance signing a highly consequential contract.
2.6 Plans versus threads
When investigating a particular type of decisions attention must be paid to both
the context in which decisions are taken, that is the protocols in which decision
play a role, and the protocols needed, advised, or otherwise conceived to take
appropriate decisions.
The decision taker must be able to assume with some grounds that upon a
decision being taken, the effectuation of its decision outcome brings its objectives
nearer to realization. These grounds can be found in the structure of a model
of the context as used by the decision taker, together with some assumptions
about the validity of that model. One way to formulate such an assumption is to
assume that agents involved in the effectuation of the decision outcome will act
in predefined ways. That assumption can be caught in a model which suggests
such agents to produce a thread from an instruction sequence that comprises
the plan at hand.
Thus I will use plan as an informal tool for the decision taker to organize
the decision making process, whereas I will use thread (as predictably produced
from an instruction sequence), to describe how the decision taker may think of
the organization of the process of putting the expected decision outcome into
effect. Plan has a looser meaning than thread in the sense that the plan is only a
help for the decision taker and no predictions are based upon it, whereas thread
suggests a high (though in practice limited) degree or predictabilty.
Regarding threads, I will make use of some terminology rooted in computing,
in particular the thread algebra of [15] and the theory of instruction sequences
(see [14, 18]). In particular I will assume that various agents (actors, market
participants) behave in predictable ways as if they were effectuating an instruc-
tion sequence which is known in advance. For description of such behavior I
will be using following terminology:
Thread. A thread is a process (say as in [5]) with a reactive structure for its
actions (thread actions trigger responses (replies) from the environment
in which the thread is being produced). Threads (following [15, 16]) have
a binary branching structure because only boolean replies are taken into
account. A thread captures uncertainty about the future in its branching
structure. For that reason thread are a tool for specifying future behavior.
Past behavior fits the model of threads because threads may be determin-
istic which means that no branching occurs. A thread without branching
is also called a trace.
Effectuation. Agent x may put into effect an instruction sequence (alterna-
tively named program, see [17], or script, see [41] and [35] where scripts
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are used in a multi-threading context, or conceptual model in the termi-
nology of [48]), and thereby produce a thread. A thread is the behavior
an instruction sequence p that is being effectuated. The agent who enacts
the effectuation of P is also referred to as its effectuator.
Thread uses service. A thread is produced in an environment which may con-
tain one or more services (interactive components). Partial evaluation
of a thread by composing it with a service produces a further evaluated
thread. This composition principle is formalized by means of the use oper-
ator which takes a thread and a service and returns the thread constrained
by it having been in interaction with the service.14
From thread to trace. One ore more successive applications of the use operator
can turn a thread into a trace (a deterministic thread), thus formalizing
how what might happen in the future turns into what has happened by
incorporating an increasing amount of information about the behavior of
components (services) with which the thread is interacting.
Non-determinism. Agents have more freedom with the effectuation of instruc-
tion sequences than computers commonly have. This aspect may be held
against the metaphor of threads as an explanation of agent behavior.
Effectuation architecture. Threads are produced within an effectuation ar-
chitecture. That architecture prescribes a family of components (called
services in thread algebra) the behavior of which a thread may control or
influence. An agent who is supposed to take decisions may operate in the
role of a service seen from the perspective of a thread that is effectuated
by a second agent in another role.15
Single agent multi-threading. Within a thread produced by an agent different
“sub-threads” may be concurrently active. Thus an actor may be produc-
ing a multi-thread by effectuating an instruction sequence that involves
instructions for thread creation.16
Multi-agent multi-threading. A single agent may need the concurrent activity
of a plurality of other agents, each of whom are producing a thread (or
14Complementary to the use operator (which forgets the service after it has been made use
of) the apply operator returns the state of the service that has been made use of and forgets
the thread.
15Below I will model the interaction between a selling agent a and his broker B as follows:
B produces a thread t from an instruction sequence (thus representing the idea that, as viewed
from a’s perspective, B’s behavior is somehow mechanical and predictable), while a constitutes
a “service” (component used by t to produce (by way of partial evaluation) a more refined
thread t′. The latter thread, which describes the combined activity of a and B is applied to
other components that encapsulate (i) the financial position of a, (ii) the activities of various
listing services, (iii) the activities of potential buyers, and (iv) operations applied to the object
that is being sold.
16In the case of a sales process, a broker may view the activation of different marketing
options as a multi-thread of thread each describing the activation of a single marketing mech-
anism.
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single agent multi-thread). The the agent will be under the (probably
self-inflicted) influence of a multi-agent multi-thread.17
3 Process architecture for selling a valuable good
It will be assumed that agent a, (to which I will refer as “him”, rather than
her or “it”) owns a valuable good G of entity class Ce. It will further be
assumed that holding G provides a with some utility ua,G, say per unit of time,
the consumption of which has been the primary benefit for a that comes with
ownership of G. Besides experiencing the utility ua,G agent a incurs cost, or
more generally a disutility, say dua,G per unit of time, for holding G. The
disutility includes financial as well as other costs.
Ownership and property are complex notions and indeed the expected hold-
ing period for a good of class Ce may be so long that property rights change in
between, so that long term valuation by means of discounted expected utility
becomes problematic (e.g. see [28]).
Now a may for some reason come to believe that utility and disutility are out
of balance or will be out of balance in a foreseeable future. If ua,G < dua,G then
contemplating the termination of the ownership status of a is plausible. Selling
G is a plausible method for terminating a’s ownership of G. Other strategies
to improve the situation may involve increasing ua,G, or decreasing dua,G, or a
combination of both.
Selling G by a involves (i) finding another agent b who is willing to exchange
ownership of G for an amount Pt at time t and under conditions ct in such a
way that “the deal” satisfies a’s preferences, and (ii) successfully performing the
transaction (exchange of G for Pt between a and b at time t) as specified.
Although the analysis made in this paper may seem rather abstract I have
used the example of an owner occupier selling his home in a difficult market,
that is a buyer’s market, as a leading intuition. Obviously when selling second
hand kitchen equipment in a local amateur market for a good purpose the
corresponding decision taking will be much simpler, if occurring at all. And
a seller of pure gold will deal with other uncertainties making some of these
considerations irrelevant in that case.
3.1 A selling thread and its startup decision
The process structure that I will assume for the sales process of a valuable good
G by its owner and prospective seller a is that of a so-called selling thread which
is produced by a broker who puts an underlying instruction sequence into effect.
For the same good a plurality of selling threads may be simultaneously active,
each being produced by different brokers. The selling process for G for that
reason may consist of a multi-thread.
17In the case of selling a good, a seller/owner a may ask different brokers to sell it in-
dependently and concurrently, thus giving rise to a multi-agent multi-thread of single agent
(multi-)threads.
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3.1.1 The role of a broker
The idea is that a broker, say B, acts as an operator in charge of realization
of the selling thread. Thus the broker is in charge of thread control. At im-
portant phases the broker needs to involve the owner/seller a by asking him for
a decision, the outcome of which is likely to have decisive influence on thread
control. Many actions, however, can be independently planned and performed
by the broker. It is plausible to assume that the thread is produced by putting
an instruction sequence into effect. That instruction sequence contains steering
fragments according to the terminology of [7].18 An instruction sequence from
which the selling thread is produced will implement an algorithm that depends
on the conventions of the broker. In some cases a broker will search for un-
known clients and concurrently, in a separate subthread, directly approach in a
sequential fashion known clients who have in a prior stage informed the broker
of their interest in buying one or more objects of type Ce.
A broker B operating on behalf of a, who may in fact be identical to a in
a “simplified” case, is made responsible for the effectuation of an instruction
sequence (program) thus producing the selling thread. Decision taking by a
influences the control of the selling thread. Most importantly a may take a
decision to startup a selling thread, but thread termination and intermediate
modifications of parameter settings also require decisions taken by a. The selling
thread may in turn consist of a multi-thread with different marketing options
(including so-called listings with listing services) each under the control their
own thread.
3.1.2 The basic action interface of a selling thread depends on Ce
The actions performed while running a thread constitute its so-called basic
action interface. That interface may differ depending on the entity class Ce
of G. If G is a home, the broker may provide information, show potential
buyers around, provide them information about local conditions and regulations,
solicit proposals from mortgage lenders to demonstrate the feasibility of deals
to potential buyers and play a role in the exchange of bids and reactions to bids.
If a bid is accepted and no escape from bid acceptance occurs, the final phase
of the thread involves execution of the transaction, a phase in which thread
control may in some cases have been transferred to other agents, for instance to
18In the terminology of thread algebra [15]) and viewed from the perspective of the broker (or
rather the thread operated by the broker) the owner/seller a is a “service” who he (the broker)
may call for decisions. These calls appear in steering fragments (see [7]) in the instruction
sequence that underlies the thread.
The comparison with [7] is somewhat defective because in that paper decisions have boolean
outcomes and in OODT much more information is needed for a decision, but as far as impact
on thread control is meant the comparison is valid and informative.
The boolean reply that goes with a decision is likely to have immediate impact on thread
control, all other information which goes with it according to OODT (though ignored in
[7]) is likely to impact the way in which the responsible broker operates the selling thread
subsequently when it comes to choices and action determination for matters of secondary
importance.
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a notary or to bank representatives.
3.1.3 Selling thread startup decision for G
A run of a selling thread for a good G consists of a systematic and planned
sequence of actions intended to make a sale of G happen under conditions which
serve as parameters of the selling thread.
The owner a of G may take the decision to start a selling thread for G. I
will call such a decision a selling thread startup decision. The decision outcome
type (DOT) of a selling thread startup decision will be discussed in detail in
6.1 below. Requirements on the DOT for selling thread startup decisions can
be determined more firmly if the property class Ce can taken into account.
Once a has taken a selling thread startup decision for G it is plausible to
refer to a as the prospective seller (of G). A prospective seller may turn into an
(actual) seller by performing a selling transaction.
It is plausible that a has different selling threads for G running concurrently,
thus bringing multi-threading into play (see e.g. [15]).
It is probably common to speak of a sales process rather than of a selling
thread. By speaking of a thread I intend to highlight the mainly sequential
and algorithmic character of the actions involved. By using “selling” instead of
“sales” I intend to highlight the real time character of the activity, rather than
to make a reference to an abstract activity class. A selling thread is supposed to
consist of the putting into effect (see [8]) of an instruction sequence (see [14, 17])
in an appropriate execution environment (see [19]).19 It will be assumed that a
selling thread is put into effect by a broker. If no broker is present the broker
will be a second role played by the owner a.
3.2 Plan guided decision making for selling thread startup
A selling process for valuable object G consists of an open ended spectrum of
activities by various agents, each of which are somehow connected to a successful
or unsuccessful attempt by its owner a to sell the good.
It is assumed that a takes the plan to try to sell G, via the startup of a
selling thread. Then a effectuates the resulting plan outcome thus producing
a decision making process that may culminate in the intended selling thread
startup decision (below abbreviated to STS decision). The following stages will
be distinguished:
Strategic WIA preparations.
Acquiring specialized market competence. Developing specialized market
competence concerning the relevant market.20
19In the absence of guidance from a sequential algorithm it is preferable to speak of a sales
process. Modeling such processes may for instances be done by means of process algebra (see
[5]).
20This task may include, a becoming acquainted with the theory and application of sub-
jective probability and the use of Bayesian statistics and Bayesian networks if the impact of
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ASIL development. Developing an application specific informal logic
(ASIL) in order to derive rules of plausible behavior from data about
the relevant market in the past and about similar markets in previous
periods and perhaps elsewhere (if location matters).
Tactical WIA preparations.
DOT definition. Specifying the DOT (decision outcome type) for the
selling thread startup decision.
Ce market framework competence. Developing framework competence
about the Ce market to the extent that either choosing a broker
and subsequently cooperating with the chosen broker or playing the
broker role is enabled for a.
JIT (selling thread startup) decision preparation.
In general there is no prescription possible for how the preparation phase
needs to be structured. After further refinement to specific markets devel-
oping such prescriptions may become feasible. Decision preparation may
contain one or more of the following ingredients.
1. Choosing an external (that is different from a) broker, or choosing
not to make use of an external broker.21
2. Determination of a number of quantities, with reservation price for-
mulation as the most well-known example. This phase may be per-
formed in cooperation with an agent who is expected to act as a
broker.
3. Preparing a script (instruction sequence) for taking a selling thread
startup decision. (JIT preparation for STS decision.)
4. Preparing a script (instruction sequence) which can be effectuated by
the broker to produce the selling thread (if and once that has been
started). If an external broker is engaged then the script is likely to
be a customized version of scripts that he is used to employ for other
customers. (JIT preparation for STS decision.)
5. PerformingWIA preparations for reactive decisions that are expected
to be requested when the selling thread is active. This may involve
setting quantitative parameters and writing instruction sequences for
the decision protocol. (Tactical WIA preparation for implied deci-
sions of the STS decision type.)22
recent transactions of an expected selling price must be determined, given less recent but more
official estimates that may serve to determine prior odds.
21The activity of a broker may be understood as the outtasking of sales and marketing
activity by the prospective seller. In [44] the comparable mechanism of outsourcing of the
sales process is discussed. It is indicated that a tendency towards outsourcing sales activity is
plausible in the presence of a focus on selling and production as contrasted with a customer
orientation or a focus on learning.
22See 2.3 for the definition of implied decisions. Only once the script referred to in item 4 is
known information is available regarding which reactive decisions are likely to be encountered
when the selling thread is running.
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6. Risk analysis, hypothetically assuming that the STS decision has
been taken. (JIT preparation for STS decision.)
During the decision preparation, viewed as effectuation of a plan, that
effectuation may terminate in many ways prematurely thus preventing
the STS decision to be taken.
Selling thread startup decision. This is a selling thread related decision (taken
by a). The decision requires checking various constraints concerning values
and conditions that have been developed during the decision preparation
phase.23 If the matter is complicated implementing this action of decision
taking putting an instruction sequence into effect that has been prepared
before is plausible.
At this stage multi-threading may be in order: a may concurrently take
different selling thread startup decisions and have selling threads active,
each being produced by different brokers.
Selling thread startup. Caused by the decision outcome of the selling thread
startup decision having come into existence the selling thread is initiated
by the broker (who may equals a unless an external broker has been en-
gaged).
Selling thread active. During the active phase of the selling thread a may be
asked to take further so-called selling thread related decisions. Some of
these are reactive decisions (for instance the bid acceptance decision or
bid rejection decision, and some are proactive, for instance the list price
modification decision.)
Sales transaction effectuation. Actually performing the sales transaction may
or may not be included as a constituent of the selling thread. If not,
performing the transaction will appear as a separate stage.
4 Selling thread related decisions
The idea that a taking a selling decision concerning G is equivalent to a putting
G on the market for some list price that a would be happy to receive in exchange
for G any time soon is problematic. Much more is needed to qualify a decision
as a decision to sell, rather than as a mere decision to put G on the market
for a phantasy price. Substantial information concerning pricing and timing is
required. I will avoid the phrase “selling decision” and speak of selling thread
related decisions only.
With selling thread related decisions (or seller side sales related decisions) I
will refer to a class of decisions related to sales processes that can be taken by
23These activities are referred to as LMA (Last minute activity) activities fro the decision.
A plausible side-effect of LMA is that the decision taking process (or thread if it has been
prepared by way of writing an instruction sequence for it) is preempted and as a consequence
no decision is taken.
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a selling agent and which affect the run (production) of a selling thread. I will
often speak of a prospective selling agent in order to highlight the presence of
uncertainty concerning the fate of the sale. Below is a survey of selling thread
related decisions (or rather decision types) within a proposed naming scheme.
4.1 Reactive implied decisions
All selling thread related decisions are implied decisions of the selling thread
startup decision. Implied decisions are either proactive or reactive. Some of
the reactive decisions are indispensable. I will provide a brief survey of reactive
implied decisions (of a selling thread startup decision) first.
Bid acceptance decision for G. The decision by owner a to sell G can take
place when a bid (equivalently) an offer) has been made by a potential
buyer. The decision to sell is identical to the decision to accept the terms
of the bid.24 The decision to sell will be referred to as the bid acceptance
decision.
The difficulty with taking a bid acceptance decision may be that a number
of different checks need to be made and that, at least if the the bid is valid
for a limited period only, a protocol for doing so needs to be available
beforehand. The selection or development of that protocol is subsumed in
the decision preparation stage. It is of the WIA type in the terminology
of 2. Several of the quantitative parameters for the protocol must have
been estimated beforehand as a part of decision preparation.25
There are several complications with the notion of a bid acceptance deci-
sion:
The sales contract as a joint decision outcome. In some markets a con-
tract that specifies a sale of G between seller a and buyer b may
constitute the most plausible (or even the only legally valid) form of
the bid acceptance decision for the seller at the same time. A written
agreement between two agents may be considered a (joint) decision
in some cases. Joint decisions have not been analyzed in [9, 10, 11]
but the development of a convincing concept of joint decision taking,
24Given this meaning of the phrase “decision to sell”, the phrase “last week I decided to sell
my home and therefore I have contacted a real estate broker today” is problematic because
it is usually assumed that the broker will be helpful for finding a party who produces a bid.
The selling decision can only be taken, however, after a bid has been made.
25An interesting complication arises if due to time delays between decision preparation
and decision taking some estimates are outdated. It even may be the case that effectuation
of the protocol for taking the selling thread related decision involves putting an instruction
sequence (representing some algorithm) into effect which itself contains complex conditions,
where during the evaluation of a condition the same quantity is used twice, which so much
actions taking place in between that the quantity has changed its value in the mean time.
This phenomenon, if ever observed, will bring the proposition algebra of [20] into play in the
analysis of selling thread related decision protocols.
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fit for producing joint decision outcomes, seems to be rather straight-
forward. Some further remarks on joint decision are made in Section
6 below.
Sales transaction implementation. The bid acceptance decision may pre-
cede the legally sound and complete sales transaction, which by itself
may involve a complex thread resulting from the putting into a ef-
fect of a specialized recipe (algorithm, instruction sequence) by staff
specialized for the implementation of sales transactions for entities
of class Ce.
Positive and negative bid acceptance decisions. A bid acceptance decision
can be positive (the default) or negative if an offer is refused. A
negative bid acceptance decision may also be called a bid rejection
decision.
Accepting or rejecting a bid without decision taking. If an offer is made,
simply by not reacting within a certain period in many cases the
offer can be refused. Also by simply communicating “yes” or “no” to
the potential buyer B, or to the agent who is representing b if such
an agent is present, an offer may be accepted or rejected without
that step being the consequence of effectuating (the outcome of) a
preceding sales transaction decision.
Selling without taking a bid acceptance decision. Depending on the con-
ventions in a specific market it may be the case that only a written
contract signed by both buyer and seller can be considered the out-
come of a (seller side) bid acceptance decision. It follows from the
terminology which I am proposing that, say if verbally communicat-
ing a mere “yes” or “no”, either directly or via one or more interme-
diate agents, suffices to accept an offer, that in principle G can be
sold by a to b without a (seller side) sales transaction decision to that
extent having been taken by a. Choosing between expressing yes and
no, either in words or with non-verbal physical means, is a matter of
action determination rather than of decision taking (see [11] for that
distinction).
Bid acceptance escape decision for G. In some cases a seller has the option to
avoid selling G even after a bid acceptance decision for G has been taken.
This may occur if some agreed conditions have not been met in an agreed
period after the bid acceptance decision had been taken.
Call option proposal decision for G. Rather than to agree with an offer a
prospective seller may hope for a better offer from an other potential
buyer of G. Accepting an offer by way of a corresponding sales transaction
decision may puts a premature end to such hopes.
Rejecting the offer may turn out to have been unfortunate if the hope for
a better deal was an illusion after all. If the conventions on the specific
market for goods of class Ce allows for contingent pricing (see [21]) it may
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be possible for a to respond to an offer (say at price p) by offering the
prospective buyer b a call option for G against an execution price equal to
p and at a premium q (e.g. 2.5% of p) to be transferred upon acceptance
by b of the deal. The call option expires at some later date which is suffi-
ciently close to keep b interested and sufficiently distant that an absence
of offerings by competing buyers above p + q before the expiration date
can be understood by a as a sign that p was a good price after all.
It is reasonable to assume that a needs to take a decision (which may be
referred to as a call option proposal decision for G) before engaging in
selling b a call option for G rather than G itself.
4.2 Proactive implied decisions.
Proactive decisions are primarily taken if the prospective seller has become
dissatisfied with the progress of the selling thread. Proactive decisions are not
immediate replies on the behavior of agents different from the prospective seller.
Selling thread termination decision for G. Part of a selling thread startup
decision is information on how to terminate the selling thread. A most
plausible reason for a selling thread for G to be terminated is that another
selling thread forG has successfully lead to a stage in which the prospective
seller can indeed take a bid acceptance decision.
It is reasonable, but not necessary to assume that termination of a av
thread is a consequence of the effectuation of the outcome of a selling
thread termination decision.
Selling thread repositioning decision for G. While a selling thread is up and
running decision preparation for forthcoming decisions may take place.
Besides a selling thread startup decision and a selling thread termination
decision, a selling thread repositioning decision may be taken. Reposi-
tioning involves a modification of key parameters, with changing the seller
reservation price (see below) as a primary example.
Run-time broker disengagement decision concerning G. The prospective seller
may wish to terminate the involvement of his broker, while the selling
thread is being effectuated, perhaps in preparation of transfer of effectu-
ation of the thread (a matter of thread mobility) to another broker.
Run-time broker engagement decision concerning G. The prospective seller
may wish to engage a new broker. Once a candidate broker has been
found who is willing to serve a in that role, a can take a decision to that
end.
Marketing thread startup decision for G. If a decision is made to put G on
the market while a is aware of the (perhaps intentional) fact that it is
quite unlikely that G will be sold in compliance with the conditions of
a purported selling thread startup decision outcome, the the decision is
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not a selling thread decision but rather a pseudo selling thread startup
decision.26
A selling thread may consist of a multi-thread involving different market-
ing threads. This brings hierarchical multi-threading and user controlled
scheduling of threads into play (see e.g. [16]).
Marketing thread termination decision for G. Clearly a marketing thread my
be terminated. That may be the case if its cost are considered too high,
or if a bid acceptance decision has been taken. Terminating a marketing
thread may involve a mere action by the prospective selling agent or bay
the broker working for the seller, but it may also require a preceding
marketing thread termination decision the outcome of which is effectuated
with said termination of the marketing thread as one of its consequence.
Marketing thread repositioning decision for G. Repositioning of a marketing
thread takes place for instance if a list price is modified, or if object feature
descriptions are adapted. It is plausible that marketing thread reposition-
ing occurs as a consequence of effectuating (de decision outcome of) a
sales thread repositioning decision. In that case there is no need for an
explicit marketing thread repositioning decision. In some cases, however,
for instance if the marketing thread startup has not been performed in
the course of effectuating (the decision outcome of) a sales thread startup
decision, repositioning a marketing thread may need preparatory and ded-
icated decision taking.
5 Selling thread startup decision preparation
In Section 6.1 I will outline in detail how a selling thread startup decision
outcome might be structured. It will need to carry with it a significant number of
quantitative data. These data must first be prepared in the decision preparation
phase for the selling thread startup decision.
It is essential that a selling thread startup decision embodies the intention
to lead to a sale before the expiration of the reservation period. All aspects
26A pseudo selling thread startup decision may be used by a to put a’s home G (assuming
of course that G is a dwelling) on the market at a very high price only to help neighbors of a
who try to sell at a more realistic price.
Similarly, but with less friendly objectives, again assuming that G is a’s home, a may
introduce a problem in G (for instance by renting out a number of rooms to a friend, say f),
and subsequently put G on the market at a low price (not mentioning that fact that the use
o G will be frustrated by the long period of rent agreed by a and f which will be binding for
a subsequent owner of G as well. Now a may take a pseudo selling thread startup decision to
put G on the market for a quite low list price while not mentioning the fact that a substantial
part of G cannot be used by any new owner in the near future. This in spite of the low list
price, no sale is to be expected. An objective of this form of pseudo STS decision can be
to frustrate some of a’s neighbors who have recently put similar homes on the market for
more elevated prices. This prospective sellers have their offerings seemingly ridiculed by the
behavior of a.
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mentioned below provide input to the reasoning that a needs to apply in or-
der to understand that it is reasonable to expect that a selling thread startup
decision, as well as various subsequent implied decisions will serve the relevant
objectives. The logical background of such reasoning processes may be indi-
cated as “ informal logic”, (see [36]) Much remains to be investigated about the
application of informal logic in specific circumstances, for instance it seems to
be an important challenge to develop an application specific informal logic for
selling agents on the housing market.
5.1 Preliminaries on markets, values and prices
Writing about selling thread startup in full generality for all classes of goods
for sale is problematic. Some assumptions and conventions must be taken into
account concerning the goods and their market, and about how to speak of
values and prices.
5.1.1 Assumptions on goods and market
The following assumptions concerning the class Ce of entities in which G resides,
and about the conventions that are observed for the Ce market, support the
rationale of the preparations sketched thus unavoidably limiting the generality
of this section.
1. Goods in class Ce have some kind of usefulness or functionality which is
kept unaffected when looked after in a normal fashion.
2. Good G of which a is contemplating putting on the market is preserved
in a normal and sellable condition by a during the period that it is on the
market.
3. G is an individual item in its class, its sale is done per item and not in a
batch together with other entities of its class.
4. The default assumption is that ownership of G represents some form of
wealth, though there must be an open mind for circumstances in which
that appreciation is unfortunately invalid.
5. G will be offered to the market by way of an information package about
it, probably highlighting its virtues somewhat better than its defects, in
combination with a list price that serves as an asking price.
6. Offers are supposed to be made by potential buyers who have invested
time and energy to getting informed about G before making the offer.
7. Offers are expected at or below the list price in normal conditions, while
in a heated market offers above the list price may have to be handled as
well.
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8. Offers as well as decisions by the seller to accept an offer are binding, and
considerable freedom exists for seller and buyer to customize the details
of an offer.
9. Any broker B who is hired by a will be chosen (and indeed can be chosen)
in such a way that he operates consistently with common conventions of
the Ce market. This fact need not be checked by a, because it is adequately
taken care for by the professional organizations to which B is subscribing.
10. Prospective seller a is free to choose a list price for G.
5.1.2 Value versus price: prices
A vast literature explains how different values and prices for class of goods may
be understood. I will follow a systematic convention on the use of value versus
price, knowing that many authors use these terms in different ways. Value can
be used in a financial sense and in a more general sense. I will use value as
expressed in financial terms. So both prices and values are expressed in money,
say in Euros, together with a date of valuation or pricing.
A price is always known by way of choice (for instance a list price), measure-
ment (typically a selling price or buying price) or calculation (for instance a cost
price, based on a previous buying price, some model of cost of ownership since ac-
quisition and some model for discounting missed income and other opportunity
cost). Uncertainties in prices stem from missing data (for instance transaction
cost made when buying G many years ago), incomplete or unconvincing models
(maintenance cost may need to be separated from genuine improvements, im-
provements must in some way be separated from adaptations made without the
objective of a lasting contribution to user independent “property value”).
5.1.3 Values
Values, such as market value (what price may be expected when sold), replace-
ment value (what price will need to be paid, to replace the good when that needs
to be done, corrected for the “value” which comes along with having new goods
instead of the old ones) business value (some capitalized form of the contribution
to a future income stream, and to a corresponding future profit stream that a
good provides) are essential figures needed for the control of processes involving
a good (assessment of wealth, taxation, inheritance, exchange for other goods,
determination of business quality, quality assessment of the result of selling a
good, quality assessment for the running of a selling thread and the design of an
underlying instruction sequence, quality assessment of a selling thread startup
decision including its preparations).
Values result from expert judgements (about expectation values of prices,
or of discounted future income streams) and will always have two degrees of
uncertainty: different experts produce different estimates, and each estimate by
necessity has its own variation. In specific markets both forms of variation can
be studied empirically.
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Thus with the market value (often called fair market value) of G I will denote
the expected outcome of a (possibly hypothetical) sample of experts who each
must determine their expectation value of the financial result of selling G in a
normal way to a normal buyer under normal conditions, after subtraction of the
cost of selling. This is the objective market value of G.
The subjective market value of G from the perspective of its owner a is
the expected outcome of a (possibly hypothetical) sample of experts who each
must determine their expectation value of the financial result of selling G under
constraints specific to a (such as a strong preference of a for a shorter than
normal time on market (TOM), or an unusual permissiveness for an extended
TOM, the wish to receive exactly the list price and not to negotiate under any
circumstance, a preference to avoid a certain group of buyers, or a preference
to sell to some selected potential buyers), to a normal buyer under normal
conditions, after subtraction of the cost of selling. This is the objective market
value of G.
The subjective market value assumes that a “normal” attempt is made to sell
G at the best price under the given selling process conditions as stipulated by
a. It does not take into account a’s needs or wishes in terms of the selling price.
In particular if a can easily cope with a yield which is significantly lower than
the subjective market value that fact has no downward effect on the subjective
market value.
5.2 Strategic WIA preparation
It is difficult to find clear distinctions between tactical and strategic WIA prepa-
rations independent of the markets on which to sell. Nevertheless in the follow-
ing paragraphs some options are listed for strategic WIA type preparation for
a selling thread startup decision.
5.2.1 Choice of competence level
A prospective seller of G must develop some awareness of possible competence
levels regarding the Ce market and then choose the competence level that fits
his own purposes best. Even under the constraints listed in 5.1 above, a wide
range of options and arguments concerning this matter lies open. The role
of expert knowledge of sellers and buyers concerning a market seems to be
different for different price levels. No model of the use of expert knowledge by
market participants is likely to cover the whole range of markets. The following
observations may be helpful for obtaining a perspective on this matter:
Sellers on cheap markets need considerable competence. Consider the market
for second hand postal cards, which has many submarkets world wide.
On that market sellers and buyers have low margins per sale and sales
are each unique to some extent. As an implication hiring a professional
consultant or broker is less plausible and market participants are likely to
be among the best informed individuals available concerning the relevant
market.
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Sellers on markets of moderately expensive items are likely to be less informed.
As an example one may consider that price range of the housing market
which contains 80% of the dwellings in a submarket, that is it omits the
lowest 10% and the highest 10% of the market. With C80%hm (R) I denote
the 80% subrange of the housing market in region R.
It is uncommon to expect from an owner a contemplating the sale of a
home G ∈ C80%hm (R) an awareness of the international literature on housing
market research. The investment needed for obtaining that awareness
would be considered too high given its infrequent use. Often such market
participants are being portrayed as being amateurs in that same research
literature, in spite of the fact that they often make use of brokers (real
estate agents, realtors) who must comply with professional standards, and
who for that reason cannot be considered amateurs.27
Brokers active for markets of moderately expensive items are likely to be less
informed. Taking the housing market once more as an example. It is prob-
ably unreasonable to expect of a real estate agent a systematic awareness
of the international literature on housing market research.28
Sellers on high end markets markets may be well-informed. Sellers of very
valuable or complex real estate portfolios serving investment purposes are
likely to be aware of recent findings of research concerning their relevant
markets. The same holds for sellers preparing transactions at the top end
of works of art, top quality music instruments, exclusive yaghts, or entire
businesses.
The choice of an adequate competence level for a is a strategic matter because
it may be the case that so much expertise will be needed that the cost of its
acquisition is best amortized over a range of different transactions, that is over
its use in a range of non-equivalent decisions. In that case such preparations
must be done in strategic WIA mode, which then implies that the preceding
choice of a desired competence level is to be done in WIA mode as well.
It is also possible that a determines that the desired level of expertise can
be acquired in tactical WIA or in JIT mode.
27Medical treatment might also be considered as a market of items of moderate cost and
buyers on that market are not expected to develop expert knowledge concerning any problem
unless the problem occurs highly infrequently, in which cases professional doctors are often
not expected to acquire appropriate expert knowledge. The very notion of an amateur seller
(service provider) on the market of medical treatments is considered problematic. One might
wonder to what extent this very judgement contributes to the exploding costs of health care
in the western world. Information asymmetry between client (buyer) an service provider
(seller) is a characteristic feature of the market for medical service. In the housing market
that asymmetry is much less present because participants often have selling experience as well
as buying experience.
28It may even be part of the framework competence required of prospective home seller
who performs decision preparation for a sales thread startup decision to know that a real
estate agent active in the submarket C80%
hm
(R) is likely to be unaware of the available research
literature. In contrast a medical doctor working in a specialized hospital will be expected
to consult recent specialized literature. The same holds for management consultants in the
high-end of the consulting industry.
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5.2.2 Preparing an application specific informal logic (ASIL) for sell-
ing Ces.
It may be the case that the choice of competence level leads the prospective
seller to the wish to reason about his proceedings in a way informed by the
available research literature concerning the market for entities of class Ce. This
objective requires meticulous preparation and it amounts to the development of
an application specific informal logic (ASIL) for (sellers on) the Ce market. The
development of an ASIL from scratch, or its acquisition if it already exists, must
be done WIA because it may be time consuming and may even have an open
ended timing. Because the activity may be quite costly it may be reasonable
only in strategic WIA mode in the expectation of a variety of applications for
taking different and non-equivalent decisions.
Research papers on particular markets that exist through the world usually
provide information on limited and in some sense coherent submarkets during
well-defined past periods. That information stems from empirical data and is
abstracted into hypotheses which are confirmed by analyzing the degree to which
a fit can be found to so-called models, often proposed in the same study, and
mostly found by refinement or adaptation of models used in previous studies.
Each confirmed hypothesis may be turned into a reasoning pattern together
with a qualitative or preferably a quantitative estimate of its validity.29 Taken
together the extracted reasoning rules may lead to an ASIL for the market
at hand, which a seller may prefer to have available before contemplating any
details of getting a selling thread active.
Suppose that an agent a is involved in decision preparation for a sales thread
startup decision on G ∈ C80%hm (R). Prospective seller a faces the task to make a
number of choices concerning pricing: reservation price, list price, etc. Now a
may acquire access to a number of research papers P i dealing with similar mar-
kets in regions elsewhere (Ri) and regarding past time intervals (Iit ) abbreviated
as C80%hm (R
i, Iit ) for i ∈ {1, ..., k}.
Each paper P i yields a family of reasoning rules F irr which has been con-
firmed with certainty vi ∈ [0, 1] according to the authors of P
i. For each choice
(of a value for say u) that a is planning to make in preparation of a sales
29Some examples of reasoning patterns that may be obtained this way: (i) a very quick sell
of a house is not an indication of selling to cheap (seller mistake), see [45], (ii) in a booming
housing market the gap between LP and OESP tends to be higher than in a bust market,
see [32], (iii) loss aversion affects not only list prices and expected selling prices but also
has an upward effect on transaction prices, see [29], (iv) increasing LP leads to increased
TOM, see [4], (v) the number of houses visited by prospective buyers is independent from
the market segment although buyers take more time in the higher priced market segment,
brokers who know their (buying) clients taste can reduce the number of visits, however see
[3], (vi) higher or more frequent downward LP revisions indicate lower transaction prices and
longer TOMs (costly to the seller), properties placed on the market at relatively high LPs
and vacant properties are most likely to undergo downward LP revision, while properties with
exceptional features are least likely, see [38], range pricing (publishing both SRP, or an even
lower price, and LP) dfails to lead to higher transaction prices and it tends to increase TOM,
see [1], and (viii) there is theoretical evidence that a well-functioning rental market helps to
equalize hot and cold periods in a housing market, see [39].
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startup decision the relevance of both the reasoning rules as well as the mar-
ket under investigation in paper P i relative to the issue of determination of an
optimal value for the quantity u must be estimated leading to a weight factor
wi,u ∈ [0, 1]. Now in determining an appropriate value for u the reasoning rules
F irr are applied with weight factor vi · wi,u.
It should be noticed that these rules may be mutually inconsistent. That
may call for the application of some form of paraconsistent logic (see [42] for
a survey). At this level of generality the matter may seem rather hopeless but
in a practical case, with more structure and contextual information at hand, it
may be manageable. Clearly for specific markets there may be a lot of work
that researchers can do in order to facilitate this course of action for individual
prospective market participants.
5.3 Tactical WIA preparations
Tactical WIA preparations for a selling thread startup decision may include the
following:
5.3.1 Acquisition of selling framework competence
In the case that a intends to make use of a broker, that is an intermediate agent
who carries out most steps in a sales thread for G, then it may not be expected
in any way that a acquires expert knowledge on the market of Ce goods. In
other cases that may be different. Nevertheless, a will need to play a role in
decision preparation for any sales thread startup decision, even if a receives
support from a consultant. Some minimal level of knowledge of a on the Ce
market must be presupposed, that is a minimal awareness needed to setup an
adequate contract with a broker that will act on behalf of a. That contract will
follow the choices made by a when taking the sales thread startup decision. In
terms of [12] a needs Ce market framework competence in order to be able to
choose an agent B who will provide advice on the parameter settings for a useful
sales thread startup decision, probably meant to startup a thread effectuated
by B.
Classification of ASIL preparation under tactical WIA is plausible because
it may be very time consuming while no strategic WIA phase may be present
simply because a is not contemplating any other decisions than those in rela-
tion to selling G. Classification as strategic WIA preparation is less plausible
because in that case the assumption is reasonable that the development work
is performed as a service to other future decision takers, instead of by a single
one just for his own benefit.
5.3.2 Application of optimizing modifications before putting G on
the market
Once the idea that G will be sold gets momentum, though before the sales
thread startup decision is taken, several aspects of its physical condition may
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need to be taken care of:
Necessary maintenance. Selling a second hand car with flat tires or broken
windows may be impractical, and steps may be needed to arrive a sufficient
level of maintenance that is required for an effective sales thread startup
decision.
Profitable amelioration. G may look far worse than it might do after being
cleaned and upgraded. For instance when selling a home one may want
to ged rid of embarrassing old furniture in spite of the fact that it served
its owners well for many years.
Tactical depersonalisation. It may be the case that an STS decision is prob-
lematic because G is carrying too many features that are personal to a.
Such features are likely to be removed by every buyer of G and that makes
it advisable to remove these personal features before the sales thread is
initiated.
External advice on preparatory modification. Maintenance, amelioration, and
depersonalisation each carry additional costs that must me recovered when
selling G. External advice may be needed to determine which steps are
necessary and which steps are probably useful.
Some preparatory modifications may be applied in JIT fashion for the selling
thread startup decision or even in JIT fashion for actions rather than implied
decisions that will occur during the run of the selling thread once started. An
example is cleaning a house which is in full use before it is shown to potential
buyers. That action will not be part of the JIT preparation for the startup
decision.
5.3.3 Motives for contemplating to sell
If a comes to the conclusion that a preference exists for selling good G, it is im-
portant that a clarifies reasons for that fact because such reasons may be needed
to understand the rationale of choices of values, for instance of the reservation
prices that a will be committed to. In the OODT perspective decision taking is
a means to and end rather than an end in itself. A decision outcome must be
gauged against its effectiveness in achieving certain objectives. Being explicit
about these objectives as much as possible is necessary for the criterion that
the decision taker understands why it is to be expected that effectuation of the
decision outcome will have consequences that bring the objectives closer to a
realization. Here is a list of possible motives that a may maintain for selling G.
In each case the motive formulates a problem to the solution of which selling G
may contribute. Some problem pairs are mutually exclusive but several of the
listed issues can occur concurrently.
Implementing some of these modifications cannot be part of strategic WIA
preparation because it is exclusively done in preparation of a single future de-
cision. An ASIL that was obtained during strategic WIA preparation may be
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very helpful, however to determine which modifications are likely to be helpful
and cost effective. In that case a classification of optimizing modifications as
tactical WIA preparation is convincing. However, some modifications may be
applied in JIT mode for the selling thread startup decision.
Costs too high with limited utility. The cost of keeping G up and running
has become too high, in spite of the fact that a would be keen to make
further use of G. Even a (moderate) negative price might be effective for
removing the burden of the costs of ownership of G. A typical example is
that G is a car: the cost of ownership disappear instantly together with the
ownership. Paying for being released from the ownership may be justified
if no ordinary buyer can be found. The same may hold for a yacht. A
dwelling for recreational purposes may force its owner to pay high annual
fees to the operator of the park where the site is located. Getting rid of
that obligation may be quite difficult and paying for it may be the only
option.
Costs too high in spite of high utility. The need for G or for a cheaper instance
of class Ce may be high, but the cost of ownership for G may have become
too high for a, either because of changes in a’s circumstances (lower income
or financial mishaps) or because of an increase in the cost of ownership
of G, so that a develops a preference for replacing G by a simpler and
cheaper instance of the same class.
Utility too low. If the utility of being able to make use of the ownership of G
has degraded too much, there is no point to continuation of its ownership,
even if the cost of it are bearable. A typical example is a cottage that is
not used anymore because of changed interests or because after moving
to another home the distance to its site has become impractical. Another
example is that a has developed a negative emotional attitude towards G
and for that reason prefers to avoid making use of it.
Expected degradation of utility. Rather than that utility has become too low,
that may be expected in the near future and selling G is contemplated to
prevent an unwanted situation.
Utility has degraded and invested funds must be recovered. If an owner occupier
of a home gets a new job elsewhere and commuting is not an option then
not only has the utility of the home degraded but selling it is also an
important step to recover the funds that have been invested in it. These
funds will be needed to arrange housing near the new job.
Risk of degradation of value. If G constitutes an important part of what a
owns, and if a fears that the value of G may decrease for external reasons
out of a’s control, a may develop a preference for not owning G anymore.
For instance, if a is the owner occupier of G then a may fear that a new
building site will be developed nearby thus making G far less attractive
for new buyer in the region. Selling soon may produce a better price than
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selling later. Selling soon, and then renting and buying a home in the
new development may be the most promising method for protecting a’s
wealth.
Realization of expected profit. If a presumes the marketvalue of G to be quite
high so that when selling G making a substantial profit is likely, that may
constitute a motive for preparing a sales thread startup decision.
Utility has become too low given available financial means. If a is able to replace
G by another instance G′ of the class Ce of higher quality and higher cost,
then selling G and using the financial means thus obtained for buying G′
may constitute a step forward for a. In such cases a may be uncertain
about the price that will be made for G so that sell first and buy later is
used as a safe way of going ahead.
It is plausible that some weighted combination of these motives constitutes
the “real motive”. In that case its is meaningful to determine which motives
contribute to a’s preference for selling G and to what extent.
5.4 JIT preparation 1: determination of 5 prices and 2
values
Before taking the selling thread startup decision a number of quantities (prices
as well as values) must be determined. Because of fluctuation in time strategic
WIA preparation cannot provide these quantities in a reliable fashion and JIT
preparation is a more plausible classification.
Some of these values are needed for decision taking while the selling thread is
active. Thus some of the JIT preparations for the selling thread startup decision
are at the same time tactical WIA preparations for subsequent expected selling
thread related decisions, with the bid acceptance decision as a key example
because it may be necessary to take a bid acceptance decision, or a bid rejection
decision under time pressure, leaving no time for JIT preparations.
5.4.1 Inner circle separating reservation price
Suppose a sells G for a very low price P to an unknown agent b. Then a may
be blamed by his friends or relatives for not offering them the opportunity to
acquire the ownership of G for a comparable, or even higher price. Thus in a
low price range a may maintain a list of preferred potential buyers. A safeguard
against unintended preferred buyer miss is needed.
This safeguard is found if some price Qic can be determined such that (i) no
member of ICa is able, or willing, to pay Qic for obtaining the ownership of G,
and (ii) a will commit not to sell G at or below Qic to a non-preferreed buyer
(that is buyer outside ICa). Such a price will be called an inner circle separating
reservation price (ICSRP). ICSRP separates the inner circle from an external
world where a buyer will be sought by running a selling thread. Unavoidably
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ICSRP depends on the time r of its assessment, which is indicated by ICSRPr,
without a subscript ICSRP denotes the current value.
The ICSRP that a attaches to G is mainly influenced by two aspects: size
(scope) of ICa, and the financial strength of the members of ICa, (assuming
that the ICSRP lies well below the market value of G). In many cases, and in
particular if ICa consists only of close relatives of a a useful value of Qic may
be found without any careful inspection of G because the members of ICa are
far from being able to pay a plausible market value for G.
When a decision to sell G is to be taken at time r by a a value for ICSRPr
must be determined for inclusion in the decision outcome. If such a price has
not been found in advance subsequent selling is sensitive to selling against too
low a price, thus leading to preferred buyer miss.
If one makes use of willingness to pay as a predicate over agents, objects,
amounts of money and time it is possible to define Qic uniquely as the maximum
of the prices that any of the preferred buyers is willing to pay fro G during TOM
after selling thread startup.
5.4.2 Final seller reservation price, seller reservation time, and seller
reservation certainty
As components included in a decision outcome concerning the sale of G it is
necessary that a formulates three logically (or economically) connected quanti-
ties:
1. (seller) reservation price (FSRP), that is a minimum price below which a
will not sell G, and at which a is willing to sell after expiration of SRT
(see below),
2. (seller) reservation time (SRT), that is a maximum to the TOM (time on
market, that is the time that a allows G to be on the market until selling
or until giving up), and
3. (seller) reservation certainty (SRC), that is a lower bound for the estimated
probability that the seller a will complete a sale of G against a price at or
above SRP with a TOM at or below SRT.
Obviously FSRP, SRT, and SRC must be chosen simultaneously and with ac-
knowledgment of their interrelations.
As a simplification we may assume a default value for SRC at 75%. Then it
will be required that the probability that G is sold for a price at or above FSRP
(given prices settings and acceptance protocol as specified in the selling thread
startup decision) and with TOM below SRT must be estimated at least at 75%.
FSRP depends on t = SRT, on the absolute time r at which the selling thread is
supposed to begin, which for simplicity is identified with the moment of startup
decision taking, and on the a’s private situation (which may be unknown to
other market participants), and this dependency is made explicit by writing
SRPt,r,a below.
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When taking the selling thread startup decision it may be assumed that
ICSRPr < FSRPt,r,a. Both quantifies are fluctuating in time and as a conse-
quence their order may change. If during decision preparation a finds out that
say FSRPt,r,a ≤ ICSRPr it is plausible consider whether or not to avoid starting
up a selling thread altogether and to look for a buyer within a’s inner circle ICa
perhaps without making use of a broker. During the run of a selling tread new
insights concerning FSRP and ICSRP may surface at time say s after thread
initialization to the extent that FSRPt−s,r+s,a ≤ ICSRPr+s which may indicate
that taking a decision for terminating the selling tread is plausible, or at least
needs to be considered, in particular if a large proportion of SRT has already
elapsed.
SRPt,r,a ≤ ICSRPr may turn out to be the case because of the default
setting of SRC at 75% this can be remedied if a is willing to start a selling
thread with a lower value p for SRC. In this way p enters the determination of
FSRP thus suggesting the notation FSRPt,r,a,p.
30 Now with p < 75%, ICSRPr
< FSRPt,r,a,p may be recovered thus preventing this aspect to frustrate a selling
thread startup decision to be taken.
For the sequel of this paper I will assume that there is no functional de-
pendency between FSRP and p, thus writing FSRPt,r,a, which indicates that t,
r and the private circumstances of a matter immediately for determining the
FSRP.
SRPt,r,a may be determined in many different ways depending on a’s sit-
uation. For instance when selling a home it may be known which home (say
Gn) a will buy once selling G has succeeded, and for what price the new home
can be obtained. Now a may calculate what selling price for G he needs to
acquire G subsequently and to arrive in a financially acceptable state. If a has
already conditionally bought Gn with the proviso that a can be sold at some
given price, a may choose to sell for a lower price if that fit the long or medium
term financial objectives of s.31
5.4.3 Subjective market value
SMVt,r,a is the price that a (or rather a number of experts watching a) expects
to make by selling G within the time t = SRT with probability (certainty) p,
starting the selling activity at time r given the particular considerations that
a may have. Clearly it is plausible that when taking a selling thread startup
decision one finds SRPt,r,a,p < SMVt,r,a,p.
30One may take a market average of TOM’s for successful selling threads as a default value
for SRT and then incorporate both a’s willingness to accept a longer SRT as well as a need
to require a shorter SRT in the conditions that come along with a’s private circumstances. A
short SRT seems relevant only if a high SRC is aimed for, thus lowering FSRP, while a long
SRT that may go hand in hand with a relatively low SRC suggests that SRP can be increased.
It should be noticed that by lowering SRC or by increasing SRT, the value of FSRP can be
made arbitrarily high. Thus fixing FSRP without a simultaneous awareness of STR and SRC
is rather meaningless.
31It follows that in the housing market, by conditionally buying a new home, a seller may
find a way to compute SRP in a satisfactory way.
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If when JIT preparing for a selling thread startup decision at time r (also
considered to be the approximate time of the decision ahead), a notices that If
SRPt,r,a ≥ SMVt,r,a,p then some mistake must have been made in the determi-
nation of SRP, SRT and SRC, and no startup decision can be taken with exactly
those figures, thus necessitating a revision of that part of the JIP preparation.
5.4.4 Initial selling reservation price
ISRP, the initial minimal selling price, at or above the FSRP, but at or below
SMV is a price below which a will not sell initially. A plausible stopping crite-
rion is to interpolate linearly between ISRP and SRP so that offers made by a
potential buyer at time r+TOM which are at or in excess of the interpolated
intermediate reservation price FSRP + (SRT - TOM)/SRT · (ISRP - FSRP)
will trigger a positive bid acceptance decision by a.
5.4.5 Objective market value
An objective market value, or simply market value (MVr), to be obtained within
the objectively expected TOM time (OETOM, not SRT which depends on a
whereas OETOM is supposed to be valid in general) starting at absolute time
r for G, needs to be formulated as a part of a selling thread startup decision for
G by its owner a.32 Here objectivity refers to the idea that MVr is the price
expected to be obtained by a normal seller who has no particular constraints
and is not under any specific pressure to sell.33 MVr assumes that a successful
sale is to be obtained with a probability of say 75% (this figure must also be
gauged against market practices in a specific market).34
Credible determination of MVr may be quite difficult
35 and for several entity
classes it constitutes a classical field of professional activity underpinned with
significant volumes of research, and often regulated by formal bodies.36 Some
remarks can be made here:
32MVnow is also called the current MV.
33The notion of a normal seller is rather hypothetical. In this case marketing and selling
are identified, the difference between both functions being rather a matter for large volume
markets. Further one must assume average selling competence rather than optimal selling
competence, even if all sellers will try to engage a broker who operate at or above the average
competence level.
34Thus while SRP depends on a (or rather on the current status of a), as well as on the
SRT, the current MV given SRT does not depend on a.
35If G is unique, that is if there are relatively few objects comparable to G then deter-
mination of a plausible current value for MV given SRT may be an almost impossible task.
Further, if a broker, say B mediates between a and the market and the broker suggests values
of current MV and SRT ending up in a contract between a and B then it may be reasonable
to include a penalty for B if no offer at or above the estimated current MV has been observed
before the expiration of SRT after announcing that G is for sale G on the relevant market. Of
course this rule makes sense only if B cannot trigger the occurrence of fake bids.
36To mention two papers from a vast volume of work: in [2] the case is made that valuation
of land should aim for prediction of future value rather than mere interpolation on the basis
of recent market data; in [30] (fair) market value is compared with replacement value and it
is found that this comparison depends on circumstantial facts so that preferences for one or
the other are not uniformly valid in al market conditions.
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1. If nearby objects quite comparable to G (in a hedonic valuation model)
are on the market for prices below Q and for a period exceeding SRT then
it is plausible to consider Q an upper bound for MVr.
2. If a nearby object which outperforms G in a hedonic valuation model has
recently been sold for Q then that constitutes a plausible upper bound for
MVr.
3. If a nearby object which underperforms G in a hedonic valuation model
has recently been sold for Q then that constitutes a plausible lower bound
for MVr.
4. If ample recent data about TOM and transaction price are available for
comparable objects averaging those figures may provide a plausible esti-
mate bound for MVr.
5. If general trends are known concerning the transaction prices and TOMs
of objects comparable to G then extrapolation from older and scarce data
on transactions of objects comparable with G may be used to estimate its
current MV, or conversely.
It is reasonable to require that SMVSRT,r,a ≤ MVr if SRT < OETOM and
conversely if a has less time pressure than the market average (SRT > OETOM),
it is plausible that SMVSRT,r,a ≥ MVr.
However, if SMT = OETOM and at the same time SMVSRT,r,a >MVr, there
is a problem which must be addressed before taking the selling thread startup
decision because this state of affairs is implausible. Indeed it is important that
at the time of taking a selling thread startup decision a is aware that SMVt,r,a
6= MVr if that happens to be the case.
5.4.6 List price
Assuming that after selling thread startup decision for G has been taken by a
information derived from the corresponding decision outcome will be placed on
one or more lists, as a means to make its being on the market publicly known,
then a list price (LP) must be chosen as the main figure which will be made
public.
Under the assumptions made in Paragraph 5.1 that offers are expected not
in excess of LP it is reasonable to require that MVr,a ≤ LPt,r. Apart from that
the determination of a list price is a matter of selling strategy. Downwards adap-
tation of a list price can be applied while a selling tread is running. Downwards
adaptation of ICSRP, SRP, and SMV is much less plausible. Only having deter-
mined an LP a seller is unprepared for implied bid acceptance decisions. In the
setting outlined above LP plays no role for taking bid acceptance decisions.37
37In some markets, for instance the Dutch housing market, the list price dominates all other
prices and values. That seems to be an ineffective method which allows sellers to stay unaware
of unpleasant aspects of a market much longer than needed.
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A list price is a publicly available asking price open for (upward or downward,
depending on conventions) negotiation. List prices are common for realtors
(state agents) who announce their offerings on lists and who often maintain a
MLS (multiple listing service) in combination with a group of colleagues.38
5.4.7 Ideal price
The owner a may have in mind a price that he would hope for in good times.
This is the ideal price (IPr, at the time of decision taking). It is plausible to
assume that MVr,a < IPr. Having obtained IPr for G within SRT from r would
be most satisfactory for a. If that comes true there will be probably no negative
afterthoughts by a or members of his inner circle about the sale. Instead such
feelings may then hit the seller. A reasonable default for IP, useful if one prefers
to ignore IP, it is to equate IP with LP.
5.5 JIT preparation 2: bubble/burst detection and risk
analysis
Finally several aspects need to be taken into account, however briefly: bubbles,
bursts and other risks.
5.5.1 Bubble detection and burst accommodation
The algorithm used to take bid acceptance decisions is complicated by two
factors: (i) there may be a bubble in the market and more prospects may
seek information about G than either seller or broker expected. In that case
either LP must be quickly increased with the potential collateral damage of
rendering expensive marketing materials containing the original LP redundant,
or potential buyers must be informed that offers above LP are most welcome and
that selling above LP is expected by a, (ii) there may be a burst in the market
with as a consequence that the market proceeds so slowly that no prospects take
noticeable action about the fact that G is for sale. In this second case there
is no other option, except forgetting about the sale altogether, than either to
lower LP or to increase marketing efforts and cost (which amounts to lowering
SRP, an step with even more impact). When to engage in either one of these
options (f any) is a difficult optimization problem in each individual case.
Preparation for this event is possible if during JIT preparations not only
SRP, SRT, and SRC but also SRPF (seller reservation prospect frequency, mea-
sured in new prospects who entered the process as potential buyers per day)
has been determined, where as soon as SRPF · TOM exceeds the number of
unique prospects that has been registered by the broker as having been active
until that moment, this signal (condition) is used as a warning that LP must
be decreased.
38In the Netherlands the famous site www.funda.nl is an example of an online MLS for the
housing market.
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The risk of missing a bubble is similar to the risk of underpricing (LP too low)
and for that risk the remedy is the same as for bubble missing. Symmetrically
the risk of missing a burst is similar to the risk of overpricing with the same
strategy being applicable in case of overpricing.
5.5.2 Risk analysis
OODT style decision preparation for a selling thread startup decision (for a
good G of type Ce) as suggested above need not be the best way of going ahead
for a potential seller a. Risks implicit in the approach need to be formulated
and analyzed. Here are some plausible risks that need to be addressed:
1. Too much focus on estimating prices like ICSRP, SRP, SESP, OESP, LP
and IP, in a case where prices are primarily produced by individual trans-
actions.
2. Lack of flexibility when the ordering between the various prices (ICSRP
etc.) fluctuates during the active period of a selling thread.
3. Risk of preferred buyer miss, for instance because the willingness to pay
of some preferred buyers increases (unnoticed by a and B) during the run
of the selling thread.
4. Risk that buyers who may offer unexpectedly high prices are ignored or
are not given an incentive to do so.
5. Lack of flexibility when market values fluctuate quickly especially if low
margins over the reservation price are to be expected.
6. Lack of focus on the qualities and working methods of the broker hired
by the seller,39 and underestimation of what needs to be done in order to
determine OESP.
7. Unawareness of the existence of fundamentally different channels for sell-
ing goods of type Ce. Implicit choice for a channel through broker selec-
tion.
8. Inability to allow “intuition” to play a decisive role when that might just
work.
9. Difficulty to imagine from which perspectives, in what periods, and by
whom, the decision outcome will be assessed, judged, or otherwise evalu-
ated.40
39For instance: is adaptive selling needed (See [46])? How is the broker’s sales competence
measured, and is he learning on a permanent basis (see [26])? Is the broker making use of an
acknowledged set of “best practices” (see [40]?)
40 A decision to acquire an insurance policy against a certain risk may be assessed after its
expiration date with the additional information that the risk did not materialize. That kind
of meta-risk has been underestimated by several Dutch educational institutions who bought
interest swaps several years ago to insure against the risk of increasing interest rates now to
39
10. A broker acting on behalf of the seller may be vulnerable for so-called
paradoxes of trust (see [43]). The prospective seller must ensure not to
engage in too simple assumptions concerning broker behavior.
11. Psychological risk for a’s reasoning methods, for instance (i) risk of cog-
nitive inertia (see [33]), as a consequence of focusing too much on self-
determined values for various prices, (ii) one of the flawed arguments (so-
called traps) listed in [31], and inaction inertia (see [24]).
12. Methodological problems: for instance, one may use Bayesian update the-
ory to develop an estimate of prices of Ce goods, given a known and con-
firmed but slightly outdated price distribution for computing prior odds
and scattered recent sales figures for which to derive updates. But market
prices depend on the behavior of other (potential) buyers and according
to [25] these may not use Bayesian updates but rather some other update
rule, thus rendering the predictive value of Bayesian updates for the given
seller a problematic.
13. Performance problems: for instance in the health sector a bibliography
on informed decision making is so large that acquiring an integrated view
on the subject may be prohibitive (see [6]). How to become informed on
informed decision making as a prospective seller in a particular market.
Risk analysis has two sides. It may lead to reconsideration of parts of decision
preparation so that the candidate decision outcome is modified. This suggests
that risk analysis should be applied repeatedly, until its impact on the decision
outcome under preparation has vanished. Risk analysis may also be performed
(leading to a statement termed “ risk analysis”) in a final stage of decision
preparation leading to a report which indicates that the proposed candidate
decision outcome is defensible against a family of risks, understood as possible
future “attacks” on the decision outcome after the decision has been taken in
correspondence with the preparations.
5.6 JIT preparation 3: broker selection
Selecting a broker, or self-appointment in case no broker will be hired and the
broker role is played by a. This is an unavoidable part of decision preparation
for selling thread startup, which can be done in JIT mode, or in tactical WIA
mode or, if a long term association with the same broker for a number of similar
but different transactions has been planned broker selection belongs to strategic
WIA preparation.
find out that not only interest rates went down thereby turning the swaps into a very costly
obligation rather than a useful possession, but also to find out in some cases that the decision
to buy swaps is now being portrayed as a “speculation with public money” by some unfriendly
but audible commentators.
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6 Joint decisions with multiple decision outcomes
As proposed in Section 1.5 a classification of decisions can be done through
decision types. A decision type consists of two or three parts: (i) a so-called
DOT (decision outcome type), (ii) a decision taking protocol (DTP) which indi-
cates how a decision is taken after preparations have been made, and optionally
(iii) a decision preparation protocol (DPP) which indicates how decision prepa-
ration must be performed. Below only a DOT will be specified, leaving the
development of the corresponding DTP and DPP to the reader’s imagination.
It is unfeasible to provide an analysis of each of the selling decisions in this
paper. Two types of decision stand out, however: the sales thread startup
decision and the sales transaction decision. In both cases several modalities
must be distinguished.
Owner a takes single actor decision. A sales transaction decision can be a
single actor decision if a binding accept of an offer from a potential buyer
can be made by the (prospective) seller.
A sales thread startup decision for G can be a single actor decision taken
by its owner a if a is confident that either no mediating agent (broker)
will be needed or that a will definitely find an intermediate agent who is
willing to work ion the basis of the given decision outcome.
Owner (prospective seller) a takes joint actor decision with broker B. This
case applies to the sales thread startup decision.
Decision preparation and decision taking are shared by a and B. A joint
decision outcome is produced.
Owner (seller) a takes joint actor decision with buyer b. This case applies to
the sales transaction decision.
Decision preparation and decision taking are shared by a and b. A joint
decision outcome is produced.
6.1 Single actor selling thread startup decision with em-
bedded broker proposal
The default option, and indeed the simplest case is that a broker will be engaged
and that the selling decision at the same time is a binding proposal to a broker
asking him to “run” the selling thread on behalf of the seller. In that case it is
plausible, though not necessary, that the decision outcome has been prepared
with that broker as a consultant, so that an abstraction of the decision outcome
serves as an offer to the broker for making use of his service.
A single actor selling thread startup decision by a about G must produce a
decision outcome that provides at least the following information.
Object presentation. It needs to be stated in words and pictures what G
amounts to, so that by providing the object presentation no doubt can
arise as to what is for sale.
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Price settings. A numerical value is chosen for each of the following parameters.
1. Inner circle separating reservation price (unless sale to a member of
the inner circle is intended),
2. seller reservation time,
3. seller reservation price41
4. subjective market value,
5. market value,
6. list price (usually above the expected selling price, assuming that
bidding below list price is the relevant market convention for goods
like G),
7. seller side ideal selling price (what the seller hopes for; above the
market value, sometimes also above the list price).
Broker data. A proposed broker is mentioned together with his business data
which uniquely identify his company/person. It is assumed that a ex-
pects the broker to agree with the assignment as well as with the various
parameter settings.42
Marketing method. Marketing threads will be started for one or more media
(for simplicity all media are referred to as listing services). Some (explic-
itly named) listings may be activated without broker involvement, other
listings may be subsequently be activated by the broker in the course of
selling thread effectuation.
Reasons for the selling intention. Awareness of motives is needed for exception
handling, which may be needed when running the selling thread.43
Viewpoint on market dynamics. Prospective seller amust be aware of potential
bubbles and bursts in the Ce market and express some opinion on the
current market, as well as the implications thereof for the effectuation of
sales threads.
41Taking expected broker commission and listing service cost into account.
42The seller reservation price is confidential information, and the broker may not disclose
that price to other market participants in any case, in particular not if he chooses not to
accept the assignment.
43In each of the following circumstances, a may be asked to produce an implied decision
and having an unambiguous awareness of the motives for selling may be a critical asset for
seller and broker alike.
1. dealing with offers below the seller reservation price,
2. rejecting offers above the reservation price,
3. waiting until a reasonable approximation of the market value has been offered,
4. terminating a marketing thread (before termination of the parent selling thread),
5. terminating a selling thread (before a bid has been accepted).
42
6.2 Fragmentation of the selling thread startup decision
outcome
The outcome of a selling thread startup decision, viewed as a of piece of informa-
tion is split into parts each constituting an abstraction of the decision outcome
obtained by deleting a part of the data, and each meant for different audiences:
Self. Prospective seller s receives the full decision outcome.
Inner circle. The inner circle receives the following abstraction of the decision
outcome: object presentation (probably abbreviated, depending on what
members of the inner circle are expected to know about G already), inner
circle separating reservation price, broker identity (if present), information
on marketing methods, and reasons for the selling intention.44
Broker. A broker obtains: seller reservation price and time, expected broker
commission, expected selling price, list price, marketing method, stopping
criterion, and viewpoint on market dynamics,
Listing services. Listings (placements on a listing service) may be effected by
the seller directly or via the broker’s mediation. In both cases besides
technical information about G listing services are provided a list price.
Upon taking a selling thread startup decision the decision outcome is split into
a family of multiple outcomes each directed to its own audience as specified
above.
6.3 Two variations on the theme of a DOT for selling
thread startup decisions
At least two variations on the theme of a single actor selling thread startup
decision with embedded broker proposal must be considered.
6.3.1 The case without a broker
The case that no broker is proposed is difficult because it hardly complies with
the understanding of a decision from [9]. The matter is that the very coming
into existence of a decision outcome (including its distribution to the intended
audience) must initiate a chain of events that eventually brings the objectives
of the decision taker closer to being realized in a way predicted by the decision
taker.
The only “solution” to this difficulty is that immediately after having taken
the decision a distinguishes two roles, seller and broker, and plays both roles
44 Members of the inner circle must be made aware that is will be an assumption for the
seller that the will not even contemplate making offers at or above the inner circle separating
reservation price. If that turns out to be wrong the selling thread must be aborted and may
be restarted with a higher inner circle separating reservation price only, but a private sale to
a member of the inner circle may result as well without a second selling thread having been
started.
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concurrently and independently, while broker commission is set to zero. In the
broker role a may not modify the parameter settings of the decision outcome
unless in the role of an owner a has taken corresponding decisions.
This seems to be an artificial matter but the setup disallows seller a dropping
data from the decision outcome that he must transfer to himself in the other
role. Preferably the decision outcome is stored with an independent agent so
that the appropriateness of the course of events can be judged afterwards.45
6.3.2 Taking a joint actor selling thread startup decision
This case is very similar to the single actor selling thread startup decision with
embedded broker proposal with the difference that: (i) a broker (say B) is
engaged with certainty as side-effect of taking the decision, (ii) B has been
consulted in advance (that is, has participated in decision preparation) to the
extent that he can and will take the decision to be engaged as a broker in the
selling thread at the same time by way of a joint decision with a, (iii) non-broker
mediated listings services need not sent abstractions of the selling decision (so
that they will perform the envisaged listing) and all listing activities may be
postponed as broker actions.
6.3.3 Commentary
One may criticize the decision types just specified for being far too complex.
However, I hold that for instance in the case of selling a home the these require-
ments on decision outcomes are not exaggerated. All information will wrapped
as parameters in the specified decision outcome be needed if effectuating the
selling thread is to result in a valid selling process.
An artificial aspect is the case without a broker where the owner is supposed
to create a second role (as a broker) for himself while deciding to startup a selling
trace. But this is not overdone: maintaining a separation between what is to
be achieved and under which constraints (all specified in the decision outcome)
from how that is achieved and by whom that is to be done will prove meaningful
for the owner/seller.
7 Concluding remarks
An application of OODT to the description of selling threads and selling thread
startup decisions has been outlined in considerable detail. Three aspects deserve
being highlighted by way of conclusion: (i) what use can this development
potentially have for selling agents and their brokers, (ii) I will mention cascading
decision taking and cascading decision types as a possible application ready for
45A similar case of role splitting occurs when a unit U is preparing the outsourcing of source-
ment s in the terminology of [13]. Before performing the outsourcing step U is often advised
to proceed through a phase of explicit demand management in which U plays simultaneously
the roles of provider and of a client of s, thus learning what it means to act as a client (that
is perform demand management) before forcing itself into that role (by outsourcing).
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further research, and (iii) how is the relation between the terminology of OODT
and the concept of thread startup as used for instruction sequence effectuation
in the approach of [8, 17] and [18].
7.1 Potential benefits of OODT for selling agents and their
brokers
The specification of decision taking for selling agents, and in particular for
selling thread startup as it is outlined below may be considered to constitute an
OODT style theory of decision taking for selling agents focused on the initializing
decision. When required to provide a motivation for this work in terms of
potential applications I will rely on the notion of a conjectural ability following
[12]. The idea is that by getting acquainted to this “theory” a person with
framework competence on serving as a seller or as a broker, will develop a
number of so-called conjectural abilities. These conjectural abilities are so-
called potential deliverables or benefits expected from (becoming acquainted
with) the theory.
Here are some deliverables that may sprout from an OODT style investiga-
tion of decision taking in a specific context or market.
Protocol design for selling thread startup decision taking. For decision tak-
ing that leads to the initialization of a selling thread protocols may need
to be worked out in advance to make sure that no important steps are
forgotten.46
Thread mining. The conceptual structure in terms of threads may support the
mining of protocols or threads used by selling agents and their brokers in
practice. That form of mining may be helpful for protocol design.
Thread suggestion for a community. If decision taking, as practiced by sell-
ing market participants in a certain market can be identified as a cause
of poor performance of that market it constitutes a conjectural ability
to “discover” new decision taking threads (protocols) and to communi-
cate these as operational options, or even suggestions, to a large group of
current or future market participants, with the intention to improve the
working of that market in a structural manner.
Thread suggestion for an individual market participant. Of course one may
simply intend to strengthen the operations of a single market participant
by suggesting it to make use of novel threads involving decision taking.
The ability to do so on the basis of the “theory” at hand is conjectural,
at this stage.
46Instead of the term “protocol” the phrase “instruction sequence” might have been used as
well. Protocols often are used as definitions for the functions that can be computed by their
effectuation, that is such functions are laid down by how they are computed rather than by
means of giving an abstract input-output specification.
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Decision taking support. The design of automated support for decision taking
requires some model of decision taking threads. To compare with software
engineering, a software engineering workbench may be based on a specific
life-cycle model even if adherence to that particular life-cycle by teams in
the software engineering community has not yet been observed in software
engineering practice. A successful tool may generate its own practice.
Artificial decision taking. It was claimed in [9, 10, 11] that decision taking is
most plausible for human agents, implausible for animals, and less plau-
sible for artificial agents. nevertheless the ambition to automate decision
taking is an obvious one and its realization may be supported by the
development of models in terms of of decision taking threads.
I will not assume that market participants, and in particular sellers and brokers
who are the primary agents that I will discuss below, are likely to be aware of
the kind of theory that is outlined or that these market participants operate in
any way consistently with the patterns that I am suggesting.
7.2 Cascading decision types
In Paragraph 2.5 the possible roles of plans and plan taking in guiding the deci-
sion making process has been outlined. It is reasonable to replace the plan by a
thread, a so-called decision making thread, and to assume that a startup deci-
sion is taken to activate the decision making thread. The startup decision for a
decision making thread (including JIT preparation and tactical WIA prepara-
tion) designed for taking a decision of type D is a so-called cascading decision,
and the type DC(D) for a decision of that type is a cascading decision type.
Cascading decision types are relevant if a decision making process is so com-
plex, risky, or expensive that it preferably comes about from taking a decision
to that extent. That decision will trigger the effectuation of an instruction se-
quence thus producing a thread that implements (or simply represents) a useful
decision making process. Selling thread startup decisions may be preferably
made by means of a thread started up by a cascading decision to that extent
if the good that is for sale is very expensive and or very unusual and if also
complex and expensive preparations need to be taken.
7.3 Computer instruction sequence effectuation threads
Finally I will provide an example of how the terminology that has been outlined
in this paper for OODT and the terminology of threads and instruction sequence
execution may be used in combination, thus indicating that gross inconsistencies
between both uses of the terminology have been successfully avoided.
I assume the existence of a class ISmac−k of instruction sequences, each of
which can be effectuated on a machine of machine architecture class k. If the
occurrence of a machine operation starts the effectuation of x ∈ ISmac−k on
machine M (of machine architecture class k) then this machine operation may
in some cases be said to perform a choice for doing so but following [11] it is
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not plausible to hold that M or an operating system running on M decides to
start a thread for effectuating x on M . Postulating an intermediate role of a
decision outcome is implausible for a machine operation.
A simpler situation pertains if each effectuation of instruction sequences is
brought about by the actions of a human operator. In that case the activity of
the human operator is probably not an instance of decision taking, but rather an
instance of action determination as discussed in [11]. Assuming that a human
operator must determine to start a thread for putting x into effect, and that this
works the same for all other instruction sequences from the class ISmac−k, and
assuming that the halting problem for ISmac−k on M is autosolvable (see [17]),
then a human operator may employ a protocol for action determination that
first solves the halting problem for x given its input (which must be extracted
from the sate of M at the moment of effectuating the halting solver, under
the assumption that no side effect of the halting solver, when having come
to a positive conclusion, modifies that state to an extent which matters for a
subsequent effectuation of x) and then asks for a thread putting x into effect
only in the case of a positive result (that is if halting of the effectuation of x is
expected).
Now, if there is a group G of operators and if a plays a leading role in G,
then it is plausible that a decides that all members of G are expected make use
of the mentioned policy when determining if and how to put an x ∈ ISmac−k
into effect on M . Indeed when addressing all members of G with this intention,
making use of the mechanism of an OODT style decision, the outcome of which
is broadcasted to G makes perfect sense.
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